SMART EXIT
Convenience and safety in the self-checkout zone
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SMART EXIT
Simple! Quick! Safe!

Smart Exit ensures safety and convenience in the
checkout (SCO) area.
Wanzl AI and sensors monitor the self-checkout area,
making shopping as convenient as it is safe.
Wanzl AI sensors record, verify and manage processes
in the SCO area. After paying at the SCO terminal,
customers leave the store via the exit gate. They do not
have to scan their receipt. Smart Exit communicates
with all Wanzl exit gates and releases the exit.
↑ INTELLIGENT SENSORS AND AI
monitor the checkout area

↑ SMART EXIT ensures
a smooth exit

↑ WANZL AI AND SENSORS
monitor and control
· customer entry to the self-checkout zone
· customer scanning of purchases
· exit gate opening
← SC ANNING
at the SCO terminal
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SMART EXIT
Installation overview

Dashboard

LAN
wanzl connect
VPN (remote support)

The system is easy to install, as no
connection to the checkout system is
required.

110-230 V AC
Ethernet switch

LAN PoE

Thanks to the practical dashboards, you
always have the perfect overview of events in
the checkout area. It is simple and intuitive for
store personnel to use.

LAN
LAN
LAN PoE

Wanzl
gateway

Camera sets
Coverage area per camera:
15.39 ft x 9.67 ft
Overlap 1.64 ft
Mounting height 11.48 ft
Coverage area of camera:

Set of 2 cameras

Set of 4 cameras

17.72 ft x 15.39 ft = 272.53 sqft 9.68 ft x 29.13 ft = 281.98 sqft 17.72 ft x 29.13 ft = 516.18 sqft 15.39 ft x 33.79 ft = 520.03 sqft

Software packages
BASIC
· Web interface
· Live overview
· Zone visualization
· Current SCO occupancy
· Customer release
· Exit gate control

REMOTE
BASIC
+

· Remote maintenance
· Free updates
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WANZL CONNECT
REMOTE
+

· wanzl connect
· Dashboard
· Device status
· SCO analytics module with
customer frequency and
dwell time

Order part
Hardware set
Wanzl gateway
AI sensor with ceiling bracket
POE switch with power supply
Cable harness
Smart Exit Basic license + exit gate interface
Software
Smart Exit Basic license
Smart Exit Remote license
Smart Exit wanzl connect license
Options
Visualizer sensor
for displaying virtual personal IDs
to reduce theft
Accessories
43" monitor for displaying
the Smart Exit Basic dashboard (US plug)
Variable ceiling bracket for 43" monitor
Exit gate
Technoport, ColorGate, eGate, eGate Color model series
Requirement: WENI (Wanzl Ethernet Interface)
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with 2 AI sensors
23.94416.95-0000

with 4 AI sensors
23.94417.95-0000

Included in the package
98.77071.00-0041
98.77071.00-0042

Included in the package
98.77071.00-0041
98.77071.00-0042

98.77071.00-0043

98.77071.00-0043

On request

On request

On request
On request

On request
On request

VISIT US AT

Phone +1 800-351-2278
Fax
+1 800-968-8934

GERMANY
Wanzl GmbH & Co. KGaA
Rudolf-Wanzl-Straße 4
89340 Leipheim
Phone +49 (0) 82 21 / 7 29-0
Fax
+49 (0) 82 21 / 7 29-1000

Info@wanzl.com
www.wanzl.com/NA

info@wanzl.com
www.wanzl.com

WANZL NORTH AMERICA
700 Technibilt Drive
PO Box 310
Newton, NC 28658
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